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The study investigates communication channels currently used to disseminate medical information and examines perceptions of general practitioners (GPs) about perceived value, perceived reliability and channel usage frequency of traditional and alternative (i.e., electronic and mobile-based) channels. A total of 254 GPs in Lithuania were surveyed. The findings suggest that pharmaceutical companies still rely on sales representatives to disseminate the newest information about prescription drugs to GPs. The results suggest that leading experts (i.e., opinion leaders) in the healthcare industry add significantly to increasing GPs’ intentions to prescribe specific drugs to their patients. Conferences organised by local and international scientific societies are considered to be the most reliable communication channels. Local websites designed for GPs have the highest perceived value among GPs. Further, statistically significant differences among different GPs’ age groups were confirmed regarding channel preference and their perceived reliability: international scientific conferences and international health journals were more popular and perceived as more reliable among younger GPs compared to more senior GPs.
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Introduction

Pharmaceutical companies have faced positive and negative changes in the industry over the last few years. For instance, a report by Price Waterhouse Coopers (2007) states that demographic, epidemiological and economic factors contribute to the changes in the pharmaceutical market: the world’s population increases (it is expected that the population will increase up to 7.6 billion by 2020), the age of the population increases (by 2020, about 719.4 million of people, or 9.4% of the world’s population will be 65 years of age and older compared to the 7.3% of the population of the same age in 2005). Traditionally, older people consume more drugs than younger. According to the Health Department in the United Kingdom, four out of five people over the age of 75 years consume at least one prescribed drug and 36% of those people use four or more prescribed drugs (UK Department of Health, 2001). Although the above changes contribute to the development of the pharmaceutical industry positively, other factors, such as drug patent expiry time, decreasing portfolio of new products, tighter promotion policy regulations of generic drugs (Businessvibes, 2012), increasing influence of health authorities on requesting more informed decisions affects drug selection by GPs, shorter lists of new prescription drugs, stricter laws banning or limiting pharmaceutical sales representatives’ access to healthcare practitioners impede the development of the pharmaceutical industry.

Evidence suggests that pharmaceutical companies invest one-third of all sales revenues on drug promotion (World Health Organization, 2015). In most cases, those promotion expenses are much higher than R&D new drug development expenses (Anderson, 2014). Furthermore, complex legal requirements in European countries and fierce competition in the pharmaceutical market of prescription drugs raises expectations not only to comply with those regulations but also search for the most effective promotion channels to disseminate information about newest drugs available on the market. Factors such as the application of national laws, product life cycle, patent expiry date, national level of economy and regional disparities within a country might affect companies’ decisions about the most suitable communication channels to reach their target groups.

Healthcare professionals (or General Practitioners) are the major targets of pharmaceutical companies (Schulz et al., 2014; Scott et al., 2013) because of two reasons: (a) physicians are the key decision-makers in selecting specific drugs for their patients’ prescriptions (Gonul et al., 2001); (b) companies are banned by law from advertising their prescription drugs directly-to-consumers (with the exception of US and New Zealand). The most common communication channel to access GPs and inform them about new drugs from pharmaceutical companies would be through sales representatives (personal selling).

The literature devotes considerable attention to the concept of communication channels, specifically, personal selling, which has been popular in promoting new and
existing drugs in the market in the pharmaceutical industry. With constant advancements in the technological environment, more innovative versions of traditional communication channels become available to the industry thus diminishing the significance and popularity of personal selling. In addition, other reasons are considered by some sources emphasising a decreasing effectiveness of pharmaceutical sales representatives in drug promotion (PWC, 2009). Increasing numbers of pharmaceutical sales representatives, decreasing average representative age and productivity have contributed to this negative trend (Lendskold, 2005). Decreasing productivity of pharmaceutical sales representatives has also been affected by a limited amount of time they are permitted to spend with a GP during their visit. An average visit lasts less than two minutes and only 43 % of visits can be considered “face2face” (Mack, 2005).

Although electronic and mobile-based communication channels are becoming increasingly popular among companies, there is little research that would consider a holistic approach to prescription drug promotion, which would combine personal selling with alternative communication channels and would investigate GPs’ perceptions of this approach. Therefore, this research aims to revisit the traditional in-person sales model most commonly used by pharmaceutical companies to date and establish GPs’ perceptions of traditional and alternative electronic & mobile-based channels in the context of an Eastern European country. Our findings contribute to the initial insights into GPs’ perceptions of both traditional and alternative (electronic and mobile-based) communication channels in the pharmaceutical industry of Lithuania and advise pharmaceutical companies to combine relevant communication channels in the most effective ways to reach their target groups in the prescription drug market.

**Theoretical Background**

**Traditional Communication Channel in the Pharmaceutical Industry: Personal Selling**

Literature discusses various communication channels used in the pharmaceutical industry for drug promotion (e.g., pharmaceutical sales representative visits, conferences organized by pharmaceutical companies, websites dedicated to healthcare professionals, medical information sent to GPs by e-mail or SMS).

There is an ongoing debate in the literature regarding the role and prominence of personal selling in drug promotion. One group of researchers consider in-person selling to be important (e.g., Pedan & Wu, 2011), with positive effects on product promotion (Cavusgil & Calantone, 2011). Most GPs agree that personal meetings with pharmaceutical representatives are informative (Chimonas et al., 2007) and serve as a necessary source of information (Jones et al., 2001).

Typically, representatives are considered to be knowledgeable in presenting the newest information about complex drugs and predicting future trends in the pharmaceutical industry; they tend to understand needs of GPs and their patients very well (Hutt & Speh, 2007). When meeting GPs, pharmaceutical sales representatives would discuss several types of drugs, provide additional scientific information about new drugs, link a GP’s experience with medical products available on the market and supply materials about diagnostic and treatment options. It is not unusual for sales representative to invite GPs to attend scientific events organised by pharmaceutical companies or local scientific societies.

Although visits by pharmaceutical sales representatives have been considered one of the most influential communication channels (Scott et al., 2013), it remains unclear what perceptions GPs hold about other communication channels used to disseminate medical information in terms of their reliability, usage frequency and value perceptions of those channels. This is especially so in light of emerging electronic and mobile-based communications, which have challenged the significance of in-person representation in the pharmaceutical industry (Rod & Sounders, 2009).

**Alternative Communication Channels in the Pharmaceutical Industry**

Due to an increasing usage of alternative communication channels to access medical information, a traditional doctor-representative conversation might not be longer considered the most effective and the only one channel available on the market for information exchange (Ketis & Kersnik, 2013; Rod & Sounders, 2009). For instance, websites have become irreplaceable for information search by GPs (Kim & King, 2009; Kim, 2011; Purcell et al., 2002), they facilitate much quicker and more convenient access to medical information and are perceived as reliable sources of information (Mack, 2005) that positively affect product choices (Castronovo & Huang, 2012).

In recent years, electronic and mobile-based communication channels have become popular tools for contacting customers. Channels, such as E-detailing and websites have been used increasingly by pharmaceutical companies (Qanadillo & Chol, 2011). The researchers suggest that perceived value among GPs of information received by e-mails is increasing, for instance, communication of medical information by e-mail received the highest evaluation among one-way communication channels (Reast et al., 2001).

**Internet-Based Communication Channels**

The Internet is considered as a relatively new promotion tool in the pharmaceutical industry. This communication channel has become a very popular source to seek for medical information. Majority of pharmaceutical companies have their own websites where they provide health and drug-related information, advertise events organised by companies, but some of those companies choose to target only health specialists and limit access to their websites to those target customers (David, 2001).

Pharmaceutical companies have started investing in the development of websites, portals and e-detailing (Qanadillo & Choi, 2012) to disseminate the newest medical information to GPs. However, information on websites has one major drawback, such as information security online:
information dedicated to GPs cannot be accessed by their patients in countries where laws prohibit advertising prescription drugs directly to consumers. Also, discussion forums raise information security issues concerning the information provided by fellow patients about drugs in experience sharing activities online.

**Academic Journals as Communication Channels**

Findings from previous research on the influence of alternative channels, such as academic journals and their effects on GPs’ prescription intentions, are contradictory (Reast et al., 2011; Vancelik et al., 2009). Although some studies report this channel being perceived as a reliable and informative source of information among GPs (Stross et al., 2009), others suggest that more often information by email is preferred to academic journals (Reast et al., 2011).

Based on those varying findings reported in previous studies we conclude that a variety of reasons might have affected inconsistencies of preferences among GPs: limited time available for information search, analysis and interpretation; limited availability of free academic sources as majority of articles have to be purchased or an annual membership is required and access is granted to members only; existing language barrier preventing GPs from reading the most recent scientific publications in foreign languages.

**Scientific Conferences As Communication Channels**

A communication channel, namely, scientific communities and conferences organised by pharmaceutical companies also receives some attention in the literature on its importance in disseminating information to GPs and its influence on GPs’ drug prescribing intentions, but with conflicting results. For instance, (Burashnikova et al., 2008) suggest that practicing medical doctors are not very interested in attending conferences. Their finding supports (Prosser et al., 2003) study indicating that only a small percent of respondents are interested in conferences as a communication channel. Other research points out more positive outcomes of this channel (e.g., Pitt & Neil, 1998), such as high perceived value, high reliability and level of detail that conferences can offer (Mack, 2005). Reast et al., 2011 investigated the importance of four communication channels where conferences & events organised by pharmaceutical companies received highest scores on value perceptions in an international context. McGee, Golden et al., 2001 evaluated the impact of events on different product life cycle stages. Their findings suggest that nearly half of the respondents agreed with positive effects on increasing GPs’ intentions to select new drugs; about one fifth of GPs considered this channel to be significant in increasing their intentions to select drugs from a mature product life cycle stage.

**Opinion leaders as communication channels**

In the pharmaceutical industry, opinion leaders are also used as an effective communication channel for drug promotion. They would have an extensive experience in clinical research, publish articles in international and national journals (Flicker, 2012), they would be well respected by their busy colleagues willing to listen to them about the benefits of the latest drugs on the market (Janakiraman et al., 2008). Companies start promoting their new drugs to opinion leaders a year before the drug is introduced into the market (Stros et al., 2009) and use opinion leaders to promote the drug in the introductory product life cycle stage (Groves et al., 2002) as well as in the maturity product life cycle stages (Nair et al., 2010).

Positive feedback from innovators and early adopters about new drugs in the market could also play an important role in drug promotion, but the frequency of introducing innovations into the market needs to be considered. Although the pharmaceutical industry is well known for introducing new products into the market frequently, there are not many innovators-volunteers willing to try innovative drugs. Innovators are well aware of possible benefits of new drugs, but they also have to be willing to take risks associated with possible negative side effects. Early adopters are among the first ones to adopt new products and some of them might become opinion leaders who are able to influence others (Perreault & McCarthy, 2002).

**Research Questions**

Based on the above literature review on both traditional and alternative communication channels, this study raises the following research questions:

**RQ1: How does the newest medical information reach GPs?**

**RQ2: How do GPs perceive both traditional and alternative communication channels used to disseminate medical information?**

This study aims to provide answers to these questions.

**Research Design**

**Choice of the Country**

There are specific laws regulating promotional activities of sales representatives in different countries. For instance, in some European countries (e.g., Slovakia, Hungary) pharmaceutical sales representatives’ visits are strictly prohibited. In Lithuania, by law, duration of sales representatives’ visits to GPs is limited: the law prohibits representatives’ visits during GPs’ surgery hours, while meetings outside working hours are permitted. As there is no law prohibiting pharmaceutical companies to disseminate medical information through sales representatives in Lithuania, this country is deemed to be a suitable research context to achieve the aim of our study.

**Pharmaceutical Industry**

The pharmaceutical industry is rather complex and controversial in today’s world. According to (Levy, 1994), it is R&D and Information Service market. On one hand, the main aim of the industry is to increase the quality of people’s life and supply pharmaceutics that many people require in both developed and developing parts of the world. On the other hand, the industry aims to earn profits and therefore has to address some ethical issues in their drug promotion.
This industry contains several rather unique characteristics that differentiate it from other industries. Those are discussed below in greater depth.

The pharmaceutical industry is one of the most intensively R&D oriented industries where an innovation process is the key competitive advantage. R&D investment in this industry is among the highest in comparison to other R&D oriented industries (Levy, 1994). New drug development is characterised as very uncertain and extremely risky: only one in 60 000 synthesised molecules can be evaluated as "very successful" (Jaakkola & Renko, 2007), only one in 5000–10 000 molecules can be approved for further drug development and only three in five new products would become profitable (Folland, Goodman & Stano, 2004). Thus, finding new communication channels to promote drugs is crucial to ensure higher returns on investment.

The pharmaceutical industry is one of the most regulated and controlled industries (Folland et al., 2004). According to Castagnoli (2008), "the pharmaceutical industry's character – its products, messages, promo channels and even its audiences – have been determined by governmental regulation and trade conventions" (p. 82).

Many governmental and public authorities (e.g., Food and Drug Administration in the USA, European Medicines Agency in Europe, National Drug Control Agency under The Health Ministry of Lithuania) regulate activities of the pharmaceutical industry and communication channels they use to promote drugs to consumers. In Lithuania, "The Pharmaceutical Marketing Code" was introduced following an agreement among representatives of the Association of Ethical Pharmaceutical Companies, the Association of Drug Manufacturers and the Association of the Pharmaceutical Industry. The aim of this document is to guarantee responsible, ethical and professional drug promotion to health care professionals. The document contains not only principles of ethical marketing but also consequences of ignoring the law of ethical drug promotion.

Most ethical pharmaceutical companies adhere to strict internal regulations for drug promotion. Those rules are often more stringent than the "Marketing Code". Internal regulations govern the company's activities, such as compliance with legal and regulatory requirements of the Republic of Lithuania and Code of Ethics in the pharmaceutical industry. They also define the following: the company will not perform surreptitious promotion; promotional messages will be clear, accurate, coordinated, honest, objective, comprehensive and based on scientifically valid assessments of data.

Control Mechanisms in the Pharmaceutical Industry

One of the pharmaceutical industry control mechanisms refers to a patent system as every new drug is registered under a separate patent that expires in 20 years (Harms et al., 2002). Usually, patent is issued after the new molecule has been registered, but the process of converting a molecule into a drug, which can be introduced into the market takes about ten (Jaakkola & Renko, 2007) or even twelve years (Harms et al., 2002). Therefore, pharmaceutical companies aim to cover their R&D costs within 7–10 years (Jaakkola & Renko, 2007; Cavusgil & Calantone, 2011).

After the patent expiry date, generic alternatives (International Non-proprietary Names [INN]) (i.e., substitutes of the same molecule) become available on the market (WHO, 2012). Usually, substitutes are possible only for the same therapeutic group (Folland et al., 2004). Several important reasons need to be considered for generic medicines to increase their market share.

Some reasons refer to expiring patents for many original drugs or a policy of the public authorities. By issuing regulations supporting penetration of generic drugs, public authorities aim to reduce the prescription drug budget. Therefore, those regulations (or in some cases-laws) significantly worsen selling conditions for original drugs. Not every manufacturer of original drugs can meet new requirements issued by public authorities and might decide to withdraw from the market or target direct-to-consumer (pharmaceuticals sold over-the-counter) drug market only.

Budget Decisions in New Drug Promotion

Marketing communication is an essential part connecting the results of research, innovation and consumers. The effectiveness of different communication channels used to promote new and mature drugs differs (McGettigan et al., 2001), but the industry benefits from a variety of communication channels available to companies to reach their target audiences (DeLaat et al., 2002).

In the early stages of the patented product life cycle only competing products (different molecules) of the same therapeutic group can be considered as substitutes. Promotional budget allocation depends on the product life cycle. According to (DeLaat et al., 2002), the peak of the promotional investment is recorded in the second year of the product life cycle, while about half of that amount is granted for the following 4–7 years. Later, investment for promotion is consistently falling and after 15 years no more than 20% of the initial budget is invested into promoting the product. Interestingly, after the patent expiry date (when generics enter the market) investments in promoting the original drugs still remain high.

Previously presented investment distribution by years suggests that promotion is used not only to gain but also to sustain market share by maximising the protection from generic substitutes.

Prescription Drug Market

The study focuses on prescription drug market, which is rather different from other drug markets. Prescription drug market can be characterised by high competition, strict laws regulating advertising and personal selling approaches, inelastic pricing and information asymmetry (Castagnoli, 2008; Cavusgil & Calantone, 2011; DeLaat et al., 2002; Levy, 1994; Pantelic, 2009; Rod & Saunders, 2009). Also, the final decision about the prescription drugs is always made by GPs because they write prescriptions to their patients. In contrast to many other markets, in the prescription drug market patients do not make the final decision about which prescription drug they should use (David, 2001; Folland et al., 2004; Jaakkola & Renko, 2007).
Contrary to other countries, where direct-to-consumer advertising of prescription drugs can be combined with industry-to-healthcare (directly to GPs) advertising (e.g., in USA and New Zealand), combined promotion activities for prescription drugs are prohibited by law in Lithuania. In this country, only healthcare professionals (in our research – GPs) can receive information about prescription drugs available on the market. They are expected to pass that information on to their patients and to inform them about benefits and drawbacks of those drugs. Furthermore, as 97 % of prescription drugs are covered by the Health Ministry of Lithuania (Lithuanian PharmaZoom Data, 2012), Lithuanian prescription drug market was selected to investigate GPs perceptions of communication channels used to communicate information about both new and existing prescription drugs available on the market in this study.

Sample

The total population for this study consists of 4691 registered GPs in Lithuania (Lithuanian Department of Statistics, 2012). In total, 290 GPs were approached in surgeries or at various events organised for healthcare practitioners and personally invited to take part in the survey. A total of 254 usable responses were obtained following the questionnaire screening process, which found three invalid questionnaires (89 % response rate). The data were collected in big cities and small towns of Lithuania: Vilnius (38 responses), Klaipeda (33 responses), Kaunas (77 responses), Siauliai (32 responses), Panevezys (12 responses), other towns (62 responses). The average age of respondents was 51, 5 (±9.74) years.

Measures

The survey instrument was designed according to (Churchill & Iacobucci, 2005) recommendations. The instrument comprises three parts: (a) introduction, (b) main body of the questionnaire, and (c) demographics. Questions for the main part were derived from the literature. A 7-point Likert scale was used to gauge respondent perceptions (1=least important; 7=most important). A list of 17 communication channels that are used by pharmaceutical companies (e.g., pharmaceutical sales representatives, conferences organized by pharmaceutical companies, websites dedicated to healthcare professionals, medical information sent by e-mail or SMS) was prepared. Those channels were selected from the literature and other information sources dedicated to healthcare practitioners. The survey instrument was pretested with seven respondents who were asked to fill in the questionnaire before administering the main study.

Data Collection Method

After a careful assessment of elements suggested by (Aaker et al., 2012) to be considered before making the final decision about the most suitable data collection method to answer research questions raised in this study, such as sampling, type of population, form and content of questions, an expected response rate and the costs involved in collecting data for the study, a survey was deemed the most suitable data collection method for this research.

Survey data collection method has several advantages: (a) distribution and collection of questionnaires can be managed by assistants of a principal investigator; (b) any questions raised by respondents about the empirical study can be answered instantly by a person distributing a questionnaire; (c) longer questionnaires can be used (a number of questions in a questionnaire does not reduce respondent numbers); (d) a direct contact with assistant ensures high response rates; 70–80 %. The major drawback of this data collection method refers to high costs required to hire assistants to distribute and collect questionnaires (Aaker et al., 2012).

Data analysis technique

Data was analysed using SPSS 14. Means (±), standard deviations (SD) and Mann-Whitney U test was utilised to calculate the findings.

Results and Discussion

Results of the study suggest that the most commonly used communication channels in Lithuania are pharmaceutical sales representatives and conferences organised by pharmaceutical companies to reach GPs with medical information. Besides those two channels, the results suggest alternative channels that GPs consider as being reliable, having high perceived value and contributing significantly to their drug-prescribing intentions. The main findings of the study are discussed below to provide an answer to each research question.

How does the newest medical information reach GPs?

To address the first research question (RQ1: how does the newest medical information reach GPs?), channel usage frequency and channel reliability are discussed. Significant links between channel usage frequency, reliability and channels’ contribution to increasing GPs’ drug-prescribing intentions are identified.

Evidence suggests that pharmaceutical representatives (\(\bar{x}=6.0±1.262\)), conferences organised by pharmaceutical companies in Lithuania (\(\bar{x}=5.48±1.466\)) and conference presentations by pharmaceutical representatives in healthcare institutions (\(\bar{x}=5.30±1.580\)) are most often used to provide the newest medical information to GPs in Lithuania. This finding corresponds to earlier results reported in the literature (Handa et al., 2013; Prosser et al., 2003; Jones et al., 2001) suggesting that pharmaceutical representatives remain a popular means to interact with their target audience, while alternative (i.e., electronic and mobile-based) communication channels, such as sending information by e-mail (\(\bar{x}=2.70±1.826\)) or SMS (\(\bar{x}=1.69±1.322\)), are used less frequently (Table 1).
Conferences organised by local (\(\bar{X} = 5.78 \pm 1.290\)) and international (\(\bar{X} = 5.67 \pm 1.311\)) scientific societies as well as leading experts in the field (\(\bar{X} = 5.67 \pm 1.456\)) are considered to be the most reliable communication channels (Table 2). This finding is in line with previous studies (Handa et al., 2013; Flicker, 2012).}

**Table 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conferences organised by local scientific societies</td>
<td>5.78</td>
<td>1.290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading experts in the field</td>
<td>5.67</td>
<td>1.456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conferences organised by international scientific societies</td>
<td>5.67</td>
<td>1.311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical information received by e-mail</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>1.713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone calls from pharmaceutical representatives</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>1.680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMS from pharmaceutical representatives</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>1.568</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On one hand, communication channels such as opinion leaders – the leading experts in the healthcare industry – have the strongest contribution to increasing GPs’ drug-prescribing intentions (\(\bar{X} = 5.06 \pm 1.707\)), followed by articles published in local health journals (\(\bar{X} = 4.92 \pm 1.707\)) and conferences organised by local scientific societies (\(\bar{X} = 4.83 \pm 1.704\)). The significance of pharmaceutical representatives’ contribution on increased intentions is placed 6th. Some of our results are in line with findings reported in earlier research as opinion leaders are very influential when introducing a new drug to the market (Groves et al., 2002). According to (Flicker, 2012), GPs tend to listen to opinion leaders rather than seek information elsewhere.

On the other hand, communication channels, such as medical information received by e-mail (\(\bar{X} = 2.48 \pm 1.488\)), phone calls from pharmaceutical representatives (\(\bar{X} = 2.09 \pm 1.488\)) or SMS (\(\bar{X} = 1.70 \pm 1.279\)) have limited contribution to increase GPs’ drug-prescribing intentions. These findings could not be compared to previous research, as we could not identify any available articles reporting similar/different findings (Table 3).

**Table 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Opinion leaders – the leading experts in the healthcare industry</td>
<td>5.06</td>
<td>1.707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles published in local health journals</td>
<td>4.92</td>
<td>1.707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conferences organised by local scientific societies</td>
<td>4.83</td>
<td>1.704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical information received by e-mail</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>1.575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone calls from pharmaceutical representatives</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>1.488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMS from pharmaceutical representatives</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>1.279</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Further, our study identified a statistically significant relationship between the channel frequency and the perceived reliability of that channel (p=0.001). Also, empirical evidence suggests a statistically significant relationship between the channel reliability and the contribution of a particular communication channel to increasing GPs’ drug-prescribing intentions (p=0.001).

**How Do GPs Perceive Both Traditional And Alternative Communication Channels?**

To address the second research question (RQ2: How do GPs perceive both traditional and alternative communication channels used to disseminate medical information?), perceived value of alternative (i.e., electronic and mobile-based) communication channels was evaluated and differences among GPs’ perceptions by age groups were reported.

Our study suggests unexpected results regarding perceived value of alternative (i.e., electronic and mobile-based) communication channels among GPs. Locally designed websites for medical professionals have the highest perceived value (\(\bar{X} = 4.66 \pm 1.589\)), while the perceived value of information received by e-mail (\(\bar{X} = 3.14 \pm 1.907\)) or SMS (\(\bar{X} = 1.97 \pm 1.457\)) is rather low (Table 4). These findings could not be compared with earlier research as we were unable to identify any previous studies on any reported value perceptions by GPs about alternative (i.e., electronic and mobile-based) communication channels.

**Table 4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Locally designed websites for medical professionals</td>
<td>4.66</td>
<td>1.589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-mail</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>1.907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone calls from pharmaceutical sales representatives</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>1.685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMS</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>1.457</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Statistically significant differences among GPs were found regarding both channel preference and perceived reliability of those communication channels by age group.
Younger GPs (27–43 age group) are more likely to participate at international scientific conferences than the second (44–59 age group) (p = 0.002) or third group (60–75 age group) of GPs (p = 0.003). Younger GPs (27–43 age group) are more likely to read articles published in international health journals (p = 0.049) and use international websites dedicated to health practitioners more often (p=0.001) than their most senior colleagues (60–75 age group).

With regard to perceived reliability of communication channels, international conferences are considered more reliable by younger GPs (27–43 age group) compared to senior GPs (44–59 age group) (p=0.01). Younger GPs (27–43 age group) also perceive international scientific publications as more reliable compared to most senior colleagues (60–75 age group) (p=0.02). The most senior group of GPs (60–75 age group) trust information acquired through visits and presentations by pharmaceutical sales representatives (p<0.001) and at local conferences organized by pharmaceutical companies (p=0.01).

**Conclusion and Practical Implications**

The aim of this study was to revisit traditional and alternative (i.e., electronic and mobile-based) communication channels most commonly used in the pharmaceutical industry to disseminate medical information and investigate GPs’ perceptions of those channels in the drug prescription market of Lithuania.

The results suggest that pharmaceutical sales representatives and conferences organized by pharmaceutical companies are the most common channels used to disseminate the newest information to GPs.

While those channels play an important role in reaching GPs, our findings also reveal that leading experts in the field contribute significantly to increasing GPs’ intentions to prescribe specific drugs to their patients, followed by local conferences and publications in Lithuanian language. International, local scientific conferences and leading experts in the field are also considered to be the most reliable ones among GPs.

With regard to perceived value of alternative (i.e., electronic and mobile-based) communication channels by GPs, only local websites designed for healthcare professionals received the highest evaluations from GPs.

In order to gain maximum benefits and efficiently disseminate information about prescription drugs, these channels can be combined effectively with each other, for example, by investing in satellite communications to allow opinion leaders to present their ideas at both local and international scientific conferences. Another group of communication channels that can be combined successfully are conferences sponsored by pharmaceutical companies or co-organised with scientific bodies to publish proceedings with conference papers presented that could be made freely available online. Given that websites designed for healthcare professionals have the highest perceived value among GPs, pharmaceutical companies might consider allocating more resources towards the development and maintenance of this popular online communication channel in Lithuania. Based on the findings, considerable reduction in the preparation and dissemination of e-mail or SMS advertising is recommended, as the perceived value of these channels is relatively small.

Interestingly, GPs’ perceptions differ according to their age. For instance, younger GPs consider international conferences, international publications and international websites to be more reliable medical information sources compared to more senior GPs. Although pharmaceutical sales-representatives’ visits to GPs do not appear to be the most important communication channel overall, they remain preferred by most senior GPs. Therefore, pharmaceutical companies should take into consideration the age of GPs when evaluating the effectiveness of traditional and alternative (i.e., electronic ad mobile-based) communication channels to reach their target audiences with medical information.

**Limitations and Future Research Directions**

As with any other research, this study has limitations that indicate future research directions.

First, our study did not use a probability sample. Probability sampling would involve a larger sample of GPs and allow generalisation of results on perceptions of both traditional and alternative (i.e., electronic and mobile-based) communication channels among GPs in Lithuania.

Second, our findings suggest statistically significant differences among GP groups by age regarding choice and reliability of communication channels. However, we did not aim to identify any reasons as to why those differences between younger and more senior GPs occur. Thus, further studies could aim to investigate the role of specific reasons (e.g., a language barrier, limited time to access information online or to visit a conference event) in channel preferences among GPs.

Next, our study did not examine features of alternative (i.e., electronic and mobile-based) communication channels available to GPs, but future studies could deepen our understanding of the role of interactive websites (e.g., social presence on a website) when accessing medical information online to increase GPs’ involvement with the websites.

Further, our indicative data analysis suggests statistically significant relationships between channel usage frequency, perceived reliability and its importance in increasing drug-prescribing intentions among GPs. Gaining more knowledge on the relationship of reliability-drug-prescribing intentions would allow pharmaceutical companies to better understand causality of those concepts along with potential ethical issues that the usage of some communication channels may raise about GPs’ priorities for specific prescription drugs (Makowska, 2014; Poulsen et al., 2013, Sah & Fugh-Berman, 2013, Spurlig et al., 2010).
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